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Executive Summary
As Tower Hill Botanic Garden continues to improve on its operations and enhance the
experience of its visitors and members, they are on a quest for a new Point-Of-Sale (POS)
system that not only works with its existing hardware and interface with Raiser’s Edge, a
smartcloud fundraising and relationship management software central to the garden’s operations
but also, have a restaurant module and the capability of operating both in a wireless and hardwired environment.

Within this document is described in detail the process the Clark University capstone
group undertook to determine three alternatives to the current POS systems that Tower Hill
Botanical Garden uses as well as root cause analysis of any other underlying issues. The systems
reviewed include Gateway’s Galaxy, Cam Commerce solutions, Double Knot, Bepoz, and The
Assistant Manager. The hopes of this document are that, after review, the team at Tower Hill
Botanic Garden will be able to move directly towards making a decision on which system would
most likely meet their needs and be within budget.

Root Cause analysis revealed that the issues with the current systems were: Counterpoint
was unable to interface with Raiser's Edge properly even with a piece of middleware,
management does not want to continue to maintain the overhead for two point of sales systems,
and there is a lack of onsite technical and IT staff.

This project also uncovered the need for

adequate training and support for new POS system and an onsite technical staff for the Tower
Hill Botanical Garden. The final conclusion of the cost benefit analysis yielded that the overall
best POS systems is very close between The Assistant Manager and Bepoz. A request for a
demonstration from the vendors would help in the decision.
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Introduction
The Tower Hill Botanic Garden is home to the Worcester County Horticultural Society,
the third and oldest of its kind in the country. Located in Boylston, Massachusetts, the garden
seeks to inspire the use and appreciation of horticulture to improve lives, enrich communities and
strengthen commitment to the natural world. Carrying out this mission entails following the core
values of learning, stewardship, sustainability, inclusivity, and excellence. To enhance the
experience of its increasing number of visitors and members, improve operations and increase
revenue, having the right business intelligence tools and Point Of Sales (POS) technology
becomes a necessity. A strategic move of the Tower Hill Botanic Garden (THBG) has been to
invest in a new POS technology which will allow them to have a competitive advantage, meet
the growing needs of the garden, connect the garden with new audiences and enhance the
relationship with current members.

In an effort to help the THBG get a new POS system, the goal of this project is to assist
the organization in interviewing stakeholders, develop a list of product requirements, research
potential solutions, and report on findings of the recommended solutions. Currently THBG uses
two separate POS systems called Counterpoint and ShopKeep, counterpoint having four registers
which were upgraded in 2015. Because Counterpoint does not offer a restaurant module for its
software, a second POS system; ShopKeep is used for their Cafe. Given that there are some
limitations in the current POS systems especially its inability to process membership properly,
and some challenges while interfacing with the garden’s fundraising software, Raiser's Edge, it’s
critical that a replacement POS address most of these limitations.

After long weeks of research and demonstration meetings with vendors, several POS
solutions were selected as they were seen to closely meet the needs that the organization
identified during the requirements gathering phase of the project. The POS systems that were
examined include; Gateway's Galaxy® Point-of-Sale Software, The Assistant Manager (TAM)
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and DoubleKnot, Bepoz and Cam Commerce Solution. This document will outline the features
of each of these POS systems and will also include a cost benefit analysis which will allow
THBG’s stakeholders to make the best decision for the organization. A discussion about the
state and business process analysis will also underscore some internal organizational concerns
that are worth addressing before, during, and after the implementation of the new solution
package.

Background and History
Tower Hill was founded by the Worcester County Horticultural Society, drawing its roots
back in 1840. In 1851 the society built its first headquarters in response to growing interest. In
1928 the society had outgrown their facilities and moved to Elm Street in Worcester. In 1983 the
society set its sights on cultivating gardens and by 1986 had created a plan to create a botanical
garden at the Tower Hill Farm in Boylston. At that time a fifty year plan was devised for the
gardens that is still followed to this day. The society purchased Tower Hill Farm in Boylston in
1986 and has been building a beautiful year-round botanic garden on its 132 acres ever since.
Tower Hill Botanic Garden is home to a prized collection of plants, from flowers to shrubbery to
trees, expertly cared for by a dedicated team of professional horticulturists and supported by the
staff and volunteers who help make Tower Hill the vibrant organization and destination that it is
today.

The mission of the Tower Hill Botanic Garden is to inspire the use and appreciation of
horticulture to improve lives, enrich communities, and strengthen commitment to the natural
world. THBG educates the communities through the gardens, its programs, and collaborations
and seeks to connect people and plants for the benefit of the planet. The garden strives for
excellence in everything it does as it welcomes everyone to share the joys of gardening and
understand why plants matter in our lives, honoring what has been entrusted to its care as they
meet the challenges, and opportunities of the future.
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The Tower Hills Botanic Garden’s vision for the next five years builds on its unique
vantage point atop Tower Hill in Central New England. Growing the gardens and programs to
connect with new audiences and deepen their relationship with current members and audiences.
The gardens has become a must see destination drawing visitors from near and far. THBG
strives to become a collection of people and plants that can make a difference beyond their
boundaries. THBG aims to collaborate with others to develop and disseminate plant-based
solutions to societal issues. THBG helps to lead many of these efforts to build a better world
through plants and people. Having a POS system that would meet the increasing demands of the
businesses operational needs and enhance customer service would help the organization work
towards its vision, that of growing a better future for people through plants.

The growth in the gardens operation and membership calls for the need for a unified POS
system for the entire company, because they perceive that their current Systems both
Counterpoint and ShopKeep do not adequately meet their current needs and expectations. This
has been an ongoing project and the current Chief Finance and Operating Officer, Jane Ellis is
taking the lead to ensure that a new POS solution will be properly researched, investigated, and
implemented. The search for a new solution was started because THBG wanted to have all point
of sales data in one place and be able to easily create reports on the data. The involvement of
staff from different functional areas was required because the sign off of several department
heads and board members was needed in order to implement such a change company wide. The
project was put on hold briefly because of an important yearly event last year, but this Clark
University capstone group is now helping to increase the haste at which the project moves by
working very closely with key members in the different department of the organization.

Some key historical issues include that the person responsible for researching and
implementing the current Counterpoint point of sale system left the company abruptly without
leaving behind proper documentation. Without proper training and technical staff to understand
the technology, the current staff managed working with the POS system facing significant
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challenges and technological hurdles. These problems could have been resolved if given the
proper training, technical staff, and ongoing support. However, Counterpoint does not offer a
restaurant module and therefore a second POS system; Shopkeep, was purchased to meet the
needs of the cafe. Another major problem was that Counterpoint interfaced poorly with the
organization's fundraising and donor management solution software, Raiser’s Edge, which
facilitates the garden’s relationship management operations. Given that Raiser’s Edge is central
to the garden’s operation, accessing information in its database will facilitate operations,
minimize duplication of efforts, save time and allow staff members to manage their time more
efficiently to enhance customer experience and thus directly or indirectly improving overall
operations and profitability.

Trends in the Industry
When Tower Hill Botanical Garden was founded the idea of an electronic Point of Sales
System, or even a mechanical one, would have been thought of as witchcraft. As the technology
of the times has continued to improve and the trends in the industry have become more and more
diverse the needs of the business have had to evolve to meet them. Below we discuss the current
trends in the POS market at the time of writing of this document.

Point Of Sale has become abbreviated to POS over time, mostly because it is easier to
say. POS refers to the capturing of data and customer payment information at physical sales
locations when goods or services are bought and/or sold. The POS transaction is captured using
a variety of devices which include computers, cash registers, optical and bar code scanners,
magnetic card readers, chip readers, RFID readers/transmitters or any combination of these
devices.

The point of sale is often referred to as the point of service because it is not just a point of
sale but also a point of return or customer order. POS software may also include additional
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features to cater for different functionality, such as inventory management, CRM, financials,
warehousing, etc.1 These additional features are meant to drive business success by giving a
larger return on investment (ROI).

Self-service POS systems are innovative and popular tools that are being increasingly
adopted by restaurants and eateries across the U.S. Unlike traditional POS tools, self-service
POS systems allow customers to control their own actions, such as ordering and paying, without
requiring assistance from a server.2 Self service POS systems allow for a serverless
environment, cutting out what is usually the most expensive part of a business, unnecessary
employees. This allows for lower overhead, leading to an increased ROI. This is especially
worthwhile for companies that operate on lower operating budgets such as fast food restaurants.

Mobile Based POS Systems:
Mobile POS that run on the customer's’ mobile devices in the form of an application will
be expanding in the next few years. Customers can browse mobile POS on their mobile device
and complete the purchase order according to their own preferences. In the near future
businesses will allow customer to checkout items on their mobile devices, as if it were their own
portable POS system. This scenarios is a positive situation for both parties as retailers end up
doing more business while creating a meaningfully higher ratio of satisfied customers in the
process. As long as businesses allow for checkout via mobile device and via human interaction,
they will have all their bases covered by keeping their happy, loyal customers.

Tablet POS Systems:
Tablet Based Systems are becoming more and more popular and will start to replacing
the more costly, non standardized interface of traditional POS systems in the next few years.
1
2

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Point_of_sale
http://www.softwareadvice.com/resources/preferences-for-self-service-pos/
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● Tablet system with POS Software can install less costly than the traditional systems.
● Current Shop employees are already experts with the tablet, So training costs are reduced.
● Tablet is a space saving technology, it takes less counter space, which is always as an
advantage to display premium items at checkout time.
These three points show us the main reasons why tablet based POS systems are becoming more
popular. Having a platform such as the Apple iPad, which almost anyone who grew up in the
current generation has experience with, is an easy way to cut the cost of training. Decreasing the
time of the onboarding process leads to an increase in ROI and leads to a more successful
business.

Cloud Based POS:
The advent of cloud computing had given birth to the possibility of POS systems to be
deployed as software as a service, which can be accessed directly from the Internet, using any
internet browser. Using the previous advances in the communication protocols for POS's control
of hardware, cloud-based POS systems are independent from platform and operating system
limitations.1 Integrating a cloud based POS can be as simple as opening up a web browser and
attaching the peripherals of your choice and processing orders. Some popular examples of
peripherals are barcode scanners, rfid tag readers, and credit card readers are a few examples of
this.

The Hospitality Industry:
Hospitality point of sale systems are computerized systems incorporating cash registers,
computers, and peripheral equipment. These systems are connected to a computer network to be
used in restaurants, hair salons, hotels, and many other types of retail establishments. Like other
point of sale systems, these systems keep track of sales, labor, payroll, and can generate records
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used in accounting and bookkeeping. These POS systems may be accessed remotely by
restaurant corporate offices, troubleshooters, and other authorized parties.1

The Electronic Prescription Service (EPS) is being developed and implemented by the
Electronic Transmission of Prescriptions programme based at NHS Prescription Services. Once
fully implemented it will allow a patient’s prescription to be sent electronically from their GP to
a pharmacy and then on to NHS Prescription Services for payment.3

Paperless Receipt Solution (PRS) System:
Paperless Receipt Solution (PRS) is a system developed to provide electronic receipts (ereceipt) dispensing feature after the transaction has been made.4 This can take the form of an
email or a text message. This type of receipt system is becoming more popular in the paperless
age where people are storing their records electronically. This also cuts cost because it cuts out
the need for a consumable; thermal receipt printer tape.

Mobile Point Of Sale Applications: Redefining the Retail Industry:
In the past point-of-sale systems included the large and expensive hardware we’ve
become familiar with in a retail environment. In just the last few years, new and innovative
tablet and smartphone based POS systems have emerged that are heavily influencing this
industry. The expensive and overly complex POS systems of the past are hastily being replaced
by these much more cost effective and user friendly mobile systems.5 Many mobile payment
applications available on the market present a more simple and sleek way to accept payments.
By simply downloading an application, anyone can turn their phone or tablet into a point of sales
system.
3

http://www.nhsbsa.nhs.uk/PrescriptionServices/1700.aspx
http://www.jamesdysonaward.org/projects/paperless-receipt-solution-prs-system/
5
http://www.scandit.com/2013/05/10/mobile-point-of-sale-apps-redefining-the-industry/
4
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The Future of POS:
Traditional POS systems come with their own hardware, but advances in technology are
helping operators work with off of the shelf technology, like the ever popular iPad. If you have
been out and about in the restaurant scene lately, you have probably seen or used one of these
iPad point of sales system. They are offered by cloud based providers and feature linked
terminals, easy to use interfaces, and intuitive tracking. These types of POS systems are
revolutionizing the way restaurants do business.6

Salient Issues
Tower Hill is looking for a new Point of Sales (POS) system to replace their current
implementation of Counterpoint and Shopkeep. The reason for the move is because management
has become dissatisfied by the ongoing cost of maintaining their current implementation of
Counterpoint. There have arisen a great deal of problems with the membership database Raiser’s
Edge and Counterpoint where the two do not synchronize. The management staff implemented a
piece of middleware by RedRook that is supposed to solve the synchronization issue.
Unfortunately the middleware has not been successful and management has decided to abandon
their current implementation of Counterpoint. Management wanted to keep all transactions
going through a single POS, which would require less overhead by eliminating both
Counterpoint and Shopkeep. A list of requirements was compiled and were as follows: the new
POS must integrate with Raiser’s Edge, must integrate with Sage100 accounting software, needs
to have an offline mode, needs to have a restaurant module, and minimal hardware
cost/investment. A request for information was sent to over twenty companies, of which only a
few responded with a positive outlook.

6

http://rmagazine.com/the-future-of-pos/
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Front Gate:
The people who work at the front gate at THBG use Counterpoint for all of the
transactions processed through them. Counterpoint uses Raiser’s edge to compare scanned
members cards to the database of members. One problem that front gate staff has is the inability
of Counterpoint to communicate with Raiser’s Edge. In the circumstance where the membership
cannot be scanned the point of sales returns a member does not exist argument, in this
circumstance the membership is put in manually and the person’s name is written down to be put
into the system manually later, this is illustrated more in depth in the flow diagram in the
appendix. There are a few specific circumstances that this happens under and they are; when a
person gets a new membership, and tries to use their card and when multiple memberships are
entered on one transaction. These specific problems have to do with the way that Raiser's Edge
and counterpoint communicate through a piece of middleware designed by a company called
RedRook. This piece of middleware is supposed to copy the existing membership database
between the POS database and Raiser’s Edge for an up to date members database. Unfortunately
this is not happening, whether it is the middleware provider or the lack of technical staff is
unknown. The last issue that the front gate workers had was that of technical support. The
managed service provider used by THBG only works during business hours; Monday through
Friday 9am to 5pm. The bulk of problems tend to happen for them on the weekends.

Education Programs:
Using the calendar feature, education classes are set up in Raiser’s Edge as events and
Blackbaud’s Netcommunity Spark software, although it interfaces with Raiser’s Edge is unable
to pull all the information necessary to completely create new education events so that it
becomes accessible to visitors and members online. Additional information like pricing and
membership status needs to be manually entered in the Blackbaud Netcommunity Spark.
Another problem experienced is that people often report not receiving acknowledgement emails
from Blackbaud Netcommunity spark following event registration. To solve this problem, staff
members need to be on the phone for long hours. Because of the lack of a shopping cart feature
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in Blackbaud, there are multiple steps involved in event registration which could be very
confusing and often deters some interested people. Although the education classes and events in
Blackbaud Netcommunity Spark are posted on SocialWeb, an online platform in the Worcester
area that promotes the events of the garden and gives it more visibility, the many steps involved
in event registration may limit revenues.

In some cases, visitors and members chose to register at the front desk and the software
used here is CounterPoint which interfaces with Raiser’s Edge database. However, the
connection to Raiser’s Edge through Counterpoint does not link to Blackbaud events records.
This means that after registration is done here, the same information needs to be manually
entered a second time into Blackbaud in order to complete the registration for the class otherwise
it won’t be recorded properly. Sometimes because of the number of people at the reception area,
some visitors who want to become members do paper registration and sensitive information like
social security numbers are often left out of the form, thus adding a phone call to the registration
process.

Ideally, a new POS with an online registration system that would allow for self

registration by new and existing members, and that integrates well with Blackbaud and Raiser's
Edge would be very useful to the education department. If the new POS could have features for
event registration, THBG would be happy to stop using Blackbaud Netcommunity Spark. The
ultimate goal is to make the event, class, and membership registration process less stressful,
minimize data entry errors , duplication of efforts, and save time for both staff and customers.

Cafe:
The cafe uses a different point of sale system than the rest of the company. As mentioned
in the previous sections, the Counterpoint POS system does not incorporate a restaurant module.
Considering the complexity of the operations in a restaurant a very different POS system made
sense to the management. But this separation eventually caused issues with the management and
reporting for the finance department. Replacing ShopKeep becomes much easier as it does not
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need to be integrated with Raiser’s Edge and RedRook. It is an independent module with many
functionalities.

ShopKeep is a sophisticated piece of software with many features such as cloud based
storage, customized login page leading to a view of applications for managers and servers,
multiple tabs to organize food items according to their category and the ability to add as many
number of orders as needed, and option to delete any order before labelling and sending it to the
kitchen. Tower hill cafe staff are facing a few limitations with the ShopKeep operations and as
they are not reaching their customers’ expectations. There are a few flaws in the ShopKeep
software. The ordering process is - a server (waiter/waitress) logs in with their credentials,
places the order, sends the order to kitchen, and logs out. Later when a different server or a
manager logs in which their credentials, they are not be able to manipulate the order placed by
someone before them. ShopKeep allows the wait staff to edit the previous orders which need to
be locked. Also whenever a new item needs to be added into a category of food, the manager
needs to add it in the desktop version of the solution and cannot do so on the mobile station with
tablets. This causes unneeded redundancies. There are a few more bugs in the ShopKeep
application where it is difficulty to return back the home page after wait staff logs out. Instead it
retains the last page of the ordering process. These are some major bugs in ShopKeep.

The features they are looking for in the restaurant solution are to have multiple terminals,
ability to reopen and reclose checks, ability transfer checks among the terminals, ability to split a
check if someone wants to pay by cash and card or divide the amount among multiple customers
for separate checks, ability to resend checks, currently to resend a check, the whole order needs
to be resolved and recreated which is redundant. To have ticket times printed on the kitchen
slips. Ability to sell and swipe gift cards, Option for manager to make modification of daily food
items on the mobile version without having to update only in the desktop version, Chip reader
for credit cards, Better record keeping and more secure login. These are some of the necessary
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features the restaurant module needs to possess in order make things easy for the cafe employees,
managers, finance team and customers.

Reception:
Tower Hill Botanic Garden uses Counterpoint at their Reception front desk. The front
reception desk is a place where anyone can buy items available to members and nonmembers.
THBG deal with approximately 600 members every weekend. They use counterpoint for
entering memberships and renewal of memberships. They cannot delete anything from the
records, due to a problem integrating with Raiser’s Edge. They use counterpoint as a point of
sales to undertake cash and credit card transactions. Customer records are placed in Raiser's
Edge. Raiser’s edge is loosely integrated with counterpoint but the middleware that does this is
not well designed. The reception desk requires a method that is less complicated to create a new
membership, a possibility suggested by a representative was the ability to scan the information
from a driver’s license. The current implementation of Counterpoint used by THBG is unable to
delete sales records that are tied to Raiser’s Edge. The new system that is implemented should
be able to completely integrate with Raiser’s Edge with the ability to create, delete, and edit
records. It would be ideal for the new system to use a private key that lists members and a
separate key for nonmembers. This would remove the problem that the reception desk is
currently having with at times the current implementation of Counterpoint will in error count a
nonmember as a member. The new system implemented needs to be able to integrate with
online registration. Currently those who registered online need to be entered into Raiser’s Edge
manually. A policy also needs to be implemented where the new cards sent out to members
need to be tested and when a customer discontinues membership that must also be tested to make
sure it has been dropped.

Gift Shop:
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Tower Hill Botanic Garden uses Counterpoint at their gift shop. The Counterpoint
implementation used in the gift shop and reception are almost identical except for the types of
items purchased on screen. The gift shop has the ability to act as a point of sale for merchandise
as well as add a memberships. The accepted forms of payment are check, credit card, gift
certificate, gift card and cash. The implementation of Counterpoint at the gift shop can price
modify items. There are various functions that the POS does in the form of buttons these include
but are not limited to: complete transaction, pay, manager functions, cancel ticket, order item,
sale item, return item and remove line item. Counterpoint can check the balance of a gift card,
which is not a function usually found in a POS system. The gift card issued in the gift shop can
only be used on a Counterpoint system, so a person cannot use them at the cafe. The same card
scan issue as the reception desk happens here as well as when the membership card is scanned
the barcode resolves a number instead of a name.

Findings
Gateway's Galaxy® Point-of-Sale Software
Gateway Ticketing Systems, Inc. is one of the leaders in high-speed admission control
and ticketing software for the attraction, amusement, and cultural industries. For over 25 years,
Gateway’s flagship Galaxy™ product suite has provided tools for managing every facet of
operations; including ticketing, admission control, pass and membership, group and consignment
sales, as well as food, beverage and retail operations. This POS systems meets most of the
requirements on the THBG’s wish list which includes:
●

Ability to interface with Raiser’s Edge.

● Inventory control for the shop and potentially for the café and private events departments.
● Fluid operations from various locations (shop, café, reception, gate) operating both in a
wireless and hard-wired environments.
● Accessible in a terminal server environment.
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● Ability to process membership, admissions, donations, café and shop purchases, ticketing
programs, classes and concerts.
● Set up that is accurate in the accounting system.
● Ability to scan membership cards.

The Galaxy point of sale system supports everything from single-unit locations to multipars with networks of 50 or more units. Galaxy’s modular add-ons allow for today's needs to be
met along with the ability to expand to accommodate all future growth needs with the
reassurance of Gateway's ongoing support and development. Galaxy's solution is a
comprehensive management tool to control ticketing, access, group sales, consignments, pass
holders and essentially the entire supply chain from inventory sourcing, consumer payments and
product delivery. Given that all Gateway products are fully customizable to meet industry
specific needs, THBG would be able to increase operational efficiency, improve guest
experience, drive revenue growth as well as maximize return on investment.

At its core, Galaxy is segmented into three solutions: ticketing sales, retail sales and food
and beverage sales. All of the solutions that drive revenue growth through ticketing, food and
beverage, retail, order entry, membership which are in line with THBG’s business needs. The
Galaxy Product Suite is currently implemented at over 400 venues worldwide including Theme,
Amusement and Water Parks; Museums and Historical Sites; Zoos, Aquariums and Botanical
Gardens.

Reviews of the Galaxy solutions confirms their commitment to ongoing support services.
They provide Web Hosting services that are secure, stable and reliable. Services that an
organization it kept at key performance with an active and engaged user community, and support
that is present 24/7/365. Some of the attractive product features include: retail POS, food and
beverage POS, Barcode / Ticket Scanning, Customer Database, Event Management, high speed
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Admission and Ticketing (Kiosk, mobile, online, onsite), Ticket Brokering, Season Tickets, VIP
& Discount Tickets.

These robust features would allow the gardens more than 100,000 annual guests to have
the option to purchase tickets onsite at the venue or online ahead of time using the THBG’s
eGalaxy Web Store. Galaxy also options for group sales, resource management and access
control. Galaxy’s robust and customizable features will enable the Garden to maximize revenue
and efficiency, for both their traditional admission needs and during their renowned annual
events such as Concerts in the Garden, Garden Lights etc. The package options available with
Galaxy would drive revenue thus allowing customer to spend more than they would normally
spend given that the combo packages would meet their needs and enhance their experience at the
garden. With over 25 years of industry experience, Galaxy will help the Garden with master
planning, strategic project planning, project/initiative concepting, operational analysis, business
segment planning, and audit and assessment services.

Of the requirements outlined by the Garden’s Senior Management team, having a one
stop shop for the transition with a vendor that could provide both an implementation team and
training was central.

Gateway addresses this concern because it provides the most

comprehensive implementation and training offerings as well as could provide advanced
ticketing and membership options. It also integrates very well with the garden’s existing systemThe Raiser’s Edge.

Galaxy and Raiser’s Edge Interface
One of the requirements in the search of a new POS solution for the THBG was that it
needed to interface with Raiser’s Edge, the garden’s database software program. Galaxy and The
Raiser’s Edge quickly and easily share data through The Galaxy Interface to the Raiser’s Edge.
This is an application that imports and exports data between the Galaxy database and The
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Raiser’s Edge. Fig 1 below shows how data is easily transferred thus decreasing data entry
processing error and time and making it easy to immediately print photo ID cards for new
members. Fig 2 shows how easy it is to validate memberships at control stations without
requiring the members to obtain a ticket at the front desks and at same time validating it as
actions in The Raiser’s Edge. These two applications provide a comprehensive software solution
that would enable the THBG to save time, improve efficiency and increase profits.

Fig 1- The Galaxy Interface to the Raiser’s Edge
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Fig 2- Membership Usage and Tracking

The Galaxy interface to the Raiser’s Edge will enable the garden to:

Create New Memberships On the Spot
The front desk had challenges with creating new membership on the spot because it was
time consuming and a lot of paperwork was involved, but the ease with which Galaxy interfaces
with Raiser’s Edge will make it easy to produce new memberships at the front desk immediately
with options of creating single memberships or a joint membership among multiple constituents.
Also, membership cards can be printed right at the point of sale. Use paper, plastic coated paper,
or plastic ID cards with a color or black and white photo. These options will allow the garden to
choose the one best fits the budget.
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Enter and Manage Data More Efficiently
During our meeting with the staff at THBG, it was clear that they all agreed on the
burden of having to enter data many times due to the fact that the current POS system does not
efficiently interface with the gardens Raiser’s Edge. With Galaxy, there is no need to enter
membership data multiple times in multiple databases. Data entered into Galaxy goes directly
into The Raiser’s Edge. This would also eliminate the need to run nightly import and export
programs. Existing members can be viewed using Galaxy Pass Lookup. Membership cards can
be scanned at Galaxy Admission control stations; one of the locations would be the gate at the
THBG.

Easily Track Membership Usage
Galaxy Admission Control Stations would enable the garden to keep track of membership
usage thus making it easier to track membership involvement in fundraising campaigns. Some
integrated membership status updates include an automatic expiration setting based on absolute
date or number of days from sale, validate memberships when scanning for admissions or
applying pass required discounts, data edited in The Raiser’s Edge is immediately viewable in
the Galaxy pass record.

Pass-required Discounts
The Galaxy system offer member discounts on tickets and merchandise at all Galaxy
Point of Sale locations which will include the garden’s café. The café had major challenges
addressing issues relating to discounts because it required multiple steps. Also, Galaxy will
restrict and track discounts to active members without requiring pass lookup.

Cost of the Galaxy Solution Package
The Pricing can be found in the quote attached in the appendix. About half of the hardware cost
seen in the quote will be needed, some of the technology at THBG can be used but not all.
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Cam Commerce Solution
Cam Commerce Solution was founded in 1983 and develop highly integrated point of
sale, ERP, and Payment Processing Solutions for small to medium size retailers. These integrated
solutions include point of sale, electronic payment processing, inventory control, ecommerce
shopping cart, gift card, customer loyalty, and extensive management reporting. Cam Commerce
Solution has approximately 100 employees dedicated to improving the products and serving
customers. They offer extensive 24/7 phone support to their customers.

The user interface of CAMPOS design is very user friendly. The time it takes to train an
employee how to use CAMPOS is very short. The Cashier interface allows for the use of both
the keyboard and the touchscreen. The system is very flexible and supports barcode scanning
and payment authorization. CAMPOS offers various discounting techniques, multiple sales
clerk per sale, voids, returns, exchanges, gift certificates, credit memos, hold tickets, multiple
payment types, receipt notes, in-house charge accounts, flexible tender types, currency exchange.

Unique Features
●

Ability to customize the POS Screen according to client requirements.

●

IIAs & PCS complaint

●

Wireless Line buster

●

Superior Return Management

● Complete Customer Management:
● CAMPOS provides a built in CRM solution which can be used to track membership as a
single system. The CAMPOS tracks all the important information about the customer.
The following issues resolves by CAMPOS
●

THBG is facing issue with expired membership. They resolve this issue in complete
customer management.
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●

CAMPOS provides the updated information about every customer. THBG counterpoint
doesn’t give updated information about customer.

●

CAMPOS prints the receipt automatically.

● Services
Cam commerce Solution provides customer with superior service and technical support.
They have full time hardware technician staff available for troubleshooting and repairing
hardware. The test all the equipment before they ship to the customer. They offer onsite service
throughout the US or via third party provider. They provide immediate replacement of hardware
unit overnight if any issue occur in hardware.

Education and Training

CAM’s software trainers train client to become more knowledgeable about their retail
systems. Whether they are new to the software. They assist client in learning how to use it
effectively, allowing client to focus on what really matters in their business. They provide
different type of training for each system.

In house Training: CAM Commerce Solution also offers the opportunity to come into
client location for a full day with software trainers. They offer structure training session for new
customers, follow up training, advanced training for those already familiar with the system.

Integrated Payment Processing
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They integrate credit, debit, check and gift card transactions with your computer software
or e-commerce application. All of their processing solution meet PCI-DSS industry security
regulations.

http://www.camcommerce.com/contents/solutions/default.aspx

Cost and Quotes
Cam Commerce Solutions would not comment without direct contact to THBG.

The Assistant Manager (TAM)
We found The Assistant Manager’s (TAM) POS system to be a possibility to replace the
current POS. The requirements for TAM to be installed are similar enough technical
requirements for hardware that there would be no changes needed in registers, computers, and
servers. Workstations operating under TAM have a dual core processor requirement, minimum
of 4 gigabytes of RAM and a 250 gigabyte hard drive, and Windows 7 professional. Tower
Hill’s registers currently meet these requirements. The server required to host TAM requires a
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Xeon processor with at least 1 core operating at 2.7 gigahertz, 750 gigabytes of raided hard drive
space, and 8 gigabytes of RAM, and Windows Server 2012 R2 with SQL Server 2012 R2. The
Current server running Counterpoint meets these requirements. TAM uses a piece of software
called MemberSync which integrates with Raiser’s Edge, this keeps cost lower because Raiser’s
Edge would not need to be replaced. The integration of Raiser’s Edge directly with TAM means
that the use of RedRook’s middleware can be discontinued, implying less cost overhead. TAM
meets the requirement of being compatible with the accounting software Sage 100, the
accounting system used by Tower Hill. TAM has a restaurant module that can be purchased for
a relatively inexpensive price, around $895. TAM has an offline redundancy which is also
included in the quote. This POS is not without downsides though. TAM has fully customizable
user interfaces which can be tailored to almost any retail needs, an image of an example user
interface is pictured below. One downside is that new membership card printers, receipt printers,
and ticket printer would need to be purchased with the implementation.

A sample screenwipe
of TAM POS7

7

Software Advice. http://www.softwareadvice.com/retail/the-assistant-manager-profile/
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Doubleknot POS system:
Doubleknot, Inc. provides a wide range of hosted applications and services to nonprofit
organizations.8 Doubleknot provides solutions for events like educational program registrations,
and online facilities, property and tour reservations, camping events, birthday party bookings,
ticketing and admissions, membership management, processing online donations and point-ofsale (POS) and mobile point-of-sale (mPOS) solutions.9 Doubleknot is equipped to provide
comprehensive reporting services for zoos, science centers, gardens, amusement parks,
museums, historical sites, aquariums, scout councils, camps and conference centers, youth
programs and advocacy groups.10

Integration Capabilities:
Tower Hill Botanical Gardens is looking for a POS system which can integrate with
Raiser’s Edge fundraising software. DoubleKnot has a capability to synchronize with the
existing company applications with its Connect API. Doubleknot can be integrated with
blackbaud’s Raiser’s Edge, Gateway Ticketing Systems eGalaxy and others.

Ticketing and Admissions:
Doubleknot is making event ticketing and admissions easy by supporting Apple Wallet
and Google Now cards. Improving capacity management and reporting by integrating admission
with online ticketing. Mobile POS for “linebusting” to sell memberships, tickets and add-ons
sales.
Donations and Fundraising:

8

http://www.prweb.com/releases/2004/8/prweb147659.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Doubleknot#cite_note-2
10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2uO6ZZDshKs
9
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Doubleknot supports one-time and recurring donations, donor wall plaque programs, and
animal or exhibit “adoption”. It has system to recognize levels for kind of donations and has a
feature to automatically request donations during every purchase.

Event Registration and Management:
Doubleknot has more than fifty settings to support everything from simple events and
classes to camps, programs and conferences. It helps in managing the capacity and waitlist for
the events along with price groups, payment schedules, early registrations discounts, member
discounts and late fees.

Facilities and Reservations:
Doubleknot provides a turnkey solution for properties, group visits, field visits, facility
rentals for weddings, photography, birthday parties, tours and equipment rentals. Allows visitors
to find and reserve anytime with online calendar availability. It also provides the options to
manage blackout dates and custom packages.

Membership Management:
Doubleknot has the ability to maintain unlimited membership levels with automatic
enforcement of rules and entitlements. Print at home and mobile membership cards options with
automatic renewal reminders. Sometimes it is frustrating to customers when they do not get
member benefits on the items that they purchase along with the membership card. Doubleknot
resolves this problem. Member benefits can be automatically applied even when the
membership is purchased in the same transaction.

Merchandise Sales:
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It can provide integrated inventory and supplier management with online and on-site
sales. It has the ability to accept credit cards, debit cards, cash and gift cards. It can also
perform split payments.

Discounts and Promotions:
Doubleknot has the features to apply customer discounts and incentives to increase
revenues, promote members and reward members. Direct discount deduction and
custom/coupon code options are also available. Management can track the sales and discounts in
order to identify effective promotions and campaigns.

Reporting and Analytics:
Doubleknot has dozens of built-in reports along with a custom report writer. It can give a
360 degree view of customers and operations with a single integration database for
comprehensive financial reporting and revenue tracking.

Custom Registration and Purchase Forms:
Ability to create unlimited custom forms where custom information, agreements and
waivers can be collected. It fosters the ability to sell add-ons like merchandise, meal options or
tours as part of registration. Doubleknot can assign forms individually to each registrant or to
the overall registration.

Mobile Registration, Ticketing and Check-in:
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Ability to scan the tickets with mobile friendly registrations and purchases. There is a
print at home option along with mobile tickets to avoid long line and save time. Scanning app
can validate the tickets at entry. This feature is available for both Apple and Android users.

Figure shows Doubleknot's mobile-friendly registration and payment pages.11

Email Marketing and Communications:
With Doubleknot’s integrated email marketing and communication, we can create and
send compelling branded emails to reach exactly the right audience for donation appeals, event
announcements, promotions and recruitment efforts. Keep in touch with customers by sending
them newsletters or information regarding the upcoming events in an online calendar or an RSS
11

https://www.doubleknot.com/integrated-features/communications-and-email-marketing/55126
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feed which makes it easy to locate and register for events and programs. It assists in customizing
the email list based on event registration, participation, membership or on donation history.

Survey Builder:
Doubleknot has an integrated survey builder which can create unlimited custom surveys
in order to gather feedback from the customers. It can use conditional logic to ensure that
participates view relevant questions. It can develop score puzzles as an education tool and can
easily build a report for survey results.

Cost and quotes:
The cost of Double knots solution also needs to include the cost of a middleware for
integration. The middleware costs are around $20,000 - $30,000 in maintenance per year.

Bepoz Point of Sale System:
Bepoz is a world-class scalable retail point of sale solution. Bepoz POS system is well
designed and engineered to fit perfectly in various types of restaurants, retail stores, hotels,
museums, zoos and even stadiums or event venues. As a whole, Bepoz is not just a point of sale
solution but is a business management software. One of the good things about using Bepoz is
the ease to create and apply different staff interfaces for each business using just one back-end
system for setting up tax codes, product ordering, inventory, and analytics at each department.

Reliable and affordable
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Although currently most point of sale software companies in the market offer a Free Trial
the charge large upfront licensing fees along with monthly or annual maintenance charges. On
the other hand, Bepoz gives first month's subscription money back if their customer is not
completely satisfied in the first 30 days of installation. Tax deductible subscription can be paid
which includes all the upgrades and enhancements along with professional helpdesk with 24/7
emergency telephone support service. Bepoz offers a 24/7 support included in the package. The
software upgrades are free and thus makes Bepoz really affordable for nonprofit organizations.
They contact their clients when there is an update is available in the market and interested clients
can upgrade their software with no added costs. This is can be an opportunity for Tower Hill’s
ROI

Bepoz Real-Time System
The real time expression simply means that the integration occurs as soon as the event
occurs. When there is a change in the price at the back office, it is immediately reflected in the
POS terminal. This means that all the main areas of the system are seamlessly linked so that the
Back Office, or Head Quarters, that automatically updates the product prices in the POS as well
as the POS automatically updating the Back Office when the sales are made. The integration is
not limited to this aspect but in similar manner all aspects and functions of the system are linked.

Scalable Solutions
Bepoz provides integration with Links to Property Management Systems. Payment
Processing, Gaming, Accounting and ERP systems to name a few. Bepoz incorporates all of
these systems into an integrated retail software package that is easy to use and yet inexpensive to
install. All the modules are integrated into one cohesive unit.

Menu and Price Scheduling
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In the Bepoz POS software tool that allows to create scheduled events is “Jobs”. Change
pricing, add discounts, setup a promotion on a day for a single or group of items and have the
price reset on the very next day.

Tablet or Handheld Ordering
Bepoz allows to place orders anywhere with its application SmartTAB on a Tablet or
with SmartPad. These can use real time wireless communications or can work offline. When
there is a power outage causing blackout, it can automatically sync when the network is back on.

Engage Customers
Some businesses struggle to identify their customers and what their best ones like. Bepoz
solves these problems through their sophisticated application. Some of their sample membership
features are account/membership types like Gold, silver, life. Tiered membership, membership
points by member type, full account purchase and activity history, printing membership cards,
marketing and promotions, text and email communications, secure automated recurring
membership payments, customer invoicing. They have a business model for customer loyalty.

Multi-Service Environments
Bepoz is engineered radically different enabling Hospitality businesses to easily track and
sell Retail Products. This makes them great fit for museums, Hotels, Resorts, Golf Courses, and
even Stadiums.

Integration Capabilities:
Tower Hill Botanical Gardens is looking for a POS system which can integrate with
Raiser’s Edge fundraising software. Bepoz has a capability to synchronize with the existing
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company applications with its Open API. Bepoz can be integrated with blackbaud’s Raiser’s
Edge, Gateway Ticketing Systems eGalaxy and others.

Costs and quotes
Bepoz POS system can perfectly fit the needs of Tower Hill Botanical Gardens as it
satisfies all their needs with restaurant module, integration with their Sage 100, CRM and
Raiser’s Edge along with solving it’s ticketing, membership, gift shop inventory issues. It has a
monthly payment system with pay as you go policy. The software license fee per backoffice
system would be $119.00 per each month and for any additional register it is going to be $49.00
on monthly basis. The customer service suggested that during busy months, all the registers can
be opened and in not so busy months, we could unsubscribe for a few registers that are not
necessary which saves a lot of money for small and mid-level nonprofit organizations. The
integration between raiser’s Edge and Bepoz is not included in this quote. Bepoz has an open
API where Tower hill needs find middleware software for integration purposes.

Cost and Benefits Analysis
The costs and benefits of the several POS systems discussed above can be reviewed in
the reference chart below. Cam Commerce figures were not available because the company
would only work directly with the company not a contractor.

costs/pos

GateWay

TAM

CAM

Bepoz

Double Knot
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back office
per month

$25

$110

-

$119

$2500

Register per
month

$25

$8

-

$49

$500

Number of
registers

7

7

7

7

7

Total Costs

$50 +
$64,840
(initial)

135$ +
$26,419
(initial)

-

$462

$3000 + $4000
(initial)

Benefit /
Drawback

GateWay

TAM

CAM

Bepoz

Double Knot

Raiser’s Edge
Intergration

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Sage100
Integration

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Offline Use

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Restaurant
Module

✔

✔

Hardware
Investment
(X is bad)

X

Membership
Integration

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Discount
Processing

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

X

X
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Cloud Based
with Offline

✔

✔

✔

Works with
Mobile

✔

✔

✔

✔

Email
Receipts

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Line Busting
Technology
Middleware
requirement
(X is bad)
Total Good

X

7

10

3

X

10

7

‘✔’

Summary and Conclusion
The recommendation of this paper is to carefully weigh the merits and shortcomings of
the POS systems that have been outlined above. A quick revisit of TAM gives a picture of a
system that has the ability to incorporate all of the features from the ability to integrate with
Raisers Edge and Sage100 to the ability to have a restaurant module added in. TAM is a solid
attractive looking POS, but it would involve changing equipment. The TAM system does not
support the receipt printers, ticket printers, and membership card printers. The price of this is
included in the quote attached in the appendix. A snapshot image of Galaxy’s Gateway shows a
POS that is able to integrate with the Raizer’s Edge and Sage100. Gateway has emphasis on
three types of POS modules that all communicate; ticketing, retail, and food and beverage.
Having specific expertise in the food and beverage module could potentially lead to a better
outcome in the cafe, seeing as how this module appears to be a main module and not an addon
that TAM uses. The Doubleknot solution although more costly is a good example of a more
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enterprise based piece of POS software that may not immediately be considered, but is good to
keep in mind for down the line as the business expands. Both Campos and Doubleknot do not
provide a restaurant module or solution, under these POS systems there would be either a need
for a middleware or for a continuance of the use of Shopkeep. Bepoz appears to be a very
enticing deal with its ability to integrate with the existing environment, be used with mobile
devices, and has a low overhead cost per register per month. The best conclusion that could be
made is that would the company rather pay for the entire system at once and have a minimal
upkeep fee or have a system that they pay a relatively low amount per month that has a certain
amount of time that would cut even with the cost of the other POS systems. If you are looking
for a more lump sum root, then TAM is the way to go. On the other hand if you are looking for a
small payments over time type of company then Bepoz is the best bet.
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Final Decision
This result of this project is that the two cost effective solutions are The Assistant Manager POS
and Bepoz POS.
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Appendix
Cafe Order Procedure
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Front Gate Workflow
Without Membership
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Front Gate Workflow With Membership
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Reception Flowchart
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Reception Desk Without Membership
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Reception Desk With Membership
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Gift Shop Flowchart
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Gift Shop Use Case For Existing Members
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Gift Shop Use Case For New Members
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TAM Proposal
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BEPOZ Brochure
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Galaxy Quote
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